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From the Editor 

I hope you enjoy this issue of TBS. It has been 

awhile since our last mailing, and we apologize 

for that. This past fall/winter has been hectic for 

many of us around here...busy, busy, busy! But the 

future looks as bright as blue sky over snow 

packed peaks of the Wallowa Mountains. The days 

are getting longer and the grass is getting 

taller...at least in some areas. As you can see from 

the cover photo, ECTA’s arrow-flinging eagles 

are hovering for a clear shot at the ten-ring.  

3-D SEASON IS UPON US! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How hard can it 

be to put an 

arrow through 

an apple at 15 

paces? Come on, 

it’s easy! Or is it? 

ECTA’s  William Sundance Tell World Championship 
at RATR 3-D shoot - June 9 & 10, 2012 (see flyer) 

“DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?” 

The Bent Shaft 

 

Stephen Campbell 

Editor/Pub 

 

2210 Gekeler Lane 

La Grande, OR 97850 

(541) 786-3497 

campbes2@eou.edu 

 

Articles, Ads, Notices,  

& Upcoming Events 

 

Classified Ads are FREE to all ECTA 

members. If you have something for 

sale or trade, contact Steve. Articles, 

Notices and Information on Upcoming 

Events are WELCOME! 
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Applications are available by contacting 

any ECTA officer. An Application is 

also printed within this publication. 

 

Please mail membership dues to: 

 

E.C.T.A. 

 

c/o Jim Nelson 

2210 Terra Lea Ct. 
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Of course, the size of the apple in the above photo could be a 

smidgen exaggerated, but if you have ever competed in this ECTA 
original novelty, you know how hard it is to put an arrow in that 
@#$%*^! APPLE! That elusive World Champion status and Apple 
Trophy are very hard to come by, just ask around.  

So WHY IS IT darned hard to put an arrow through an apple atop a 
dummies head at a mere 15 yards? Heck, I believe Howard Hill shot 
apples off the heads of “live” dummies!  

My curiosity had peaked. I was starving (I’m always hungry) for an 
answer to this question and others, so I asked for help from my good 
friend Garth Shaw, a former William Sundance Tell World 
Champion. Garth won the event in 2009, following a nail-biting 
shoot-off with two other contestants - Chase Seward of Boise, Idaho 
and Holly Akenson of Joseph, Oregon. Garth was the only one of the 
three that hit the apple. Garth was gracious enough to answer a few 
questions for The Bent Shaft. Here is that interview.  

TBS:  Why is it so darned hard to put an arrow through an apple 

atop a dummies head at a mere 15 Yards? 

Garth: I don’t know about others, as each person has his own 

demons to contend with. For me there is, first of all, pressure from 

being in the fish bowl. I think it is easier to put an arrow in the bull’s 

eye of a target because you don’t worry about hitting the dummy. I 

have found it harder to clear my mind and focus on the apple... 

Continued on next page 
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Interview with Garth Shaw (continued)  

I think I forget to focus on the center of the apple. Last year 
 I had more fun because Jerry [Stout] and I along with the  
Idaho gang were joking and kidding. I don’t know if this  
helps, but it’s all I can come up with off the top of my head. 

TBS:  Some archers have competed in the WST World  
Championship every year since its inception in 2005 –  
this year being the eighth anniversary of this ECTA original 
novelty. We have never had the same person win it twice. 
Why do you think that is, and do you believe it will ever  
happen?  

Garth: First of all, I think we are all in it for fun. We are not professionals who train 100% of the 

time. Although we like the challenges of competing with our friends, we don’t do the physical or mental 

training to be our competitive best.  

TBS:  Why has this event become so popular? 

Garth: Again, I think it has become popular just because it is a fun competition with friends. 

TBS:  Do you believe you have what it takes to become the WST World Champion for a second time? 

Garth:  I think it is very possible that any of the previous winners can repeat. I certainly can’t predict when 

or who.   
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Name:______________________________________ 

Family Members: _________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________________ 
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                                                    Annual Membership Fee:  $10.00/ Individual 
                                                                                                 $15.00/ Family 
 

                                     MAIL TO:        Jim Nelson        
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   The 2011 RATR tallied a record turnout of nearly 

120 shooters – not bad for a backwoods rendezvous. 
Stick-flingers from Oregon, Idaho, Washington and 
California enjoyed the weekends’ long list of activities.  
Besides the normal RATR events including 3D slaying, 
shooting apples off the heads of ECTA dummies (hmm?), 
bow-bird-flu-ing, water torturing, flashlighting and 3D 
long-shooting, a Dutch Oven cook-off was added to the 
weekend itinerary. 
 The cook-off was 100% successful because of its 
coordinator, Brad Hayes, the judges and contestants. 
ECTA thanks everyone that was involved. In addition, a 
big thank you goes out to Guy Perkins of Camp Chef for 
the great prizes donated. Because of its popularity, ECTA 
is hoping the Dutch Oven cook-off will become a regular 
event at the RATR. It has added a big “YUM” to the 
weekend experience – just ask the lucky campers that 
enjoyed the feast that followed the Dutch Oven Cook-Off 
awards presentation. Contestant winners will be listed in 
the next issue of TBS.   
 Even with all the activities going on, there was 
still plenty of time to RELAX, reminisce with old friends, 
make new friends, and just enjoy the weekend. 
Camaraderie at the RATR is next to none.  

 

The 2012 Rendezvous at the River is shaping 

up to become the best ever. We are looking 

forward to seeing familiar faces and 

welcoming first timers to our shoot. Be sure 

to mark the second weekend in June (9th & 

10th) on your calendar. The main gate will be 

open early morning on Friday, June 8th, for 

people that get an early start on the 

weekend. For those early arrivals that would 

like to help out, we will be setting up the 3D 

target courses and registration area starting 

early on Friday morning. The sooner we get 

the courses set-up, the sooner open shooting 

will begin. IN ADDITION, ECTA will be having 

a hotdog feed directly following completion 

of work activities for all that helped with 

setup. During the feed, ECTA’s Steve Campbell 

will perform some of his original music. 

Should be fun! 

 

2011 Rendezvous at the River 
A look back... 

2011 RATR event winners on next page. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011 SUNDAY BLANKET SHOOT WINNERS 

Total Shooter Count:  45 (adults + kids) 

Adult Top Scorers: 
1st Place – Mike VanArsdale [Heppner, OR] Score:  327 

2nd Place – Troy Seward [Weiser, ID] Score:  317 
3rd Place – Fred Cliff [Sun River, OR] Score:  309 

 
Kid Top Scorers: 

1st Place – Cade Perry [Ontario, OR] Score:  297 
2nd Place – Maya Hathaway – Score:  247 

3rd Place – Kenzi Seward [Weiser, ID] Score: 213 
 

WATER TORTURE 
Total Shooter Count:  60 

 
Adult Winner - Mike Mihlfred 

Kids Winner – Talon Hayden [La Grande, OR] 
 

WILLIAM SUNDANCE TELL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Total Shooter Count:  54 

2011 World Champion – Matt Harris [Walla Walla, WA] 
 

Dutch Oven Cook-Off results will be posted in a later issue of TBS. 

 
 

 UPCOMING EVENTS 

Idaho Traditional Bowhunters spring and summer events  
(flyers at www.idahotraditionalbowhunters.com) 

03/10/2012 – Annual Ryan Garner Cabin Fever Shoot (New Plymouth) 
06/23/2012 – Annual Carp Shoot at C.J. Strike Reservoir 
07/07/2012 - 07/08/20112:  30th Annual North American Longbow Safari (Stanley) 
08/04/2012 - 08/05/2012: Annual Hunter Tune-Up Shoot (Crouch) 

Traditional Bowhunters of Washington spring and summer events 
(more info at http://www.tbwonline.org/Events Calendar/) 

03/10-12/2012 - Kamiakin Roving Archers 1st Annual 3D Fun Shoot (Near Toppenish) 
03/17-18/2012 – Cabela’s Great Outdoors Days (Lacey) 
03/24-25/2012 – Colyak Bowhunters Traditional 3D Shoot (Richland) 
04/13-15/2012 – Sun Basin Traditional 3D Shoot (Moses Lake) 

Traditional Archers of Oregon (more info at www.tao.org) 
04/7-8/2012 – Bob Bouret Conservation Project & Charlie Bar Golf Shoot (Tygh Valley) 
Last weekend in July – Pope Young Shoot (Brownsville) 
 
03/22-25/2012 - Professional Bowhunters Convention (Portland, OR)  www.probowsociety.net/ 
05/26-28/2012 – Western States Traditional Rendezvous (Petaluma, CA) traditionalarchersofca.org/ 
  
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                          

 

June 25th found several ECTA members introducing 

kids the joys of traditional archery. This was the 

fourth year for the Ladd Marsh Youth Outdoor Day, 

and our traditional archery station was once again a 

huge hit.   

For those who have not had the pleasure to attend, 

the Youth Outdoor Day is an event designed to 

introduce children to the outdoor sports in a safe, 

fun, and family oriented setting. There was shotgun 

shooting, waterfowl hunting, bird box building, 

fishing, dog training and more activities for the kids 

to try out. In addition, there were informational 

booths hosted by US Fish & Wildlife Service, Grande 

Ronde Model Watershed, Ducks Unlimited, ODFW, 

and others. Blue Mountain Wildlife, the wildlife 

rehab center in Pendleton, was also on hand with 

their ever-popular raptor show. Kids and adults alike 

were awed by the size and power of the golden 

eagle, and struck by the brilliant colors of the petite 

kestrel.   

 

ECAT continued to have one of the most popular stations at the event.  We had about a dozen 3-D animal targets, and provided 

bows, arrows, arm guards, and shooting instruction for the kids.  Some of the young shooters were repeat customers from last 

years’ event.  We were pleased to see that their interest had not waned.   

Finally, we drew a name from all who participated 

in the archery station and gave away a new 

recurve, dozen arrows, stringer, arm guard, and 

quiver.  The lucky winner was Cameron Been from 

Pendleton, Oregon.  ECTA would like to thank 

Archery Past for providing us with a club discount 

on this archery set.  Dave and Nancy have always 

been supportive of our club’s efforts to get bows 

into the hands of young people.   

 

 

 

2011 Ladd Marsh Youth Outdoor Day 
 

ECTA continued to have one of the most popular 

stations at the event. We had about a dozen 3-D 

animal targets, and provided bows, arrows, arm 

guards, and shooting instruction for the kids. Some 

of the young shooters were repeat customers from 

last years’ event. We were pleased to see that their 

interest had not waned.   

Finally, we drew a name from all who participated in 

the archery station and gave away a new recurve, 

dozen arrows, stringer, arm guard, and quiver. The 

lucky winner was Cameron Been from Pendleton, 

Oregon. ECTA would like to thank Archery Past for 

providing us with a club discount on this archery set. 

Dave and Nancy have always been supportive of our 

club’s efforts to get bows into the hands of young 

people.  

Mark Penninger                           

 

           



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011 Pope Young Shoot 
Brownsville, Oregon 

 

 

My son Weston and I attended the Pope 

Young Shoot on the last weekend of July. The 
setting was the usual property near Brownsville, 
Oregon. If you haven’t been there, don’t miss an 
opportunity to do so. It is a beautiful place set in 
the foothills of the Cascade Mountains. The trail 
shoot winds through old growth Douglas-fir with 
yew, big-leaf maple, Oregon oaks, and sword 
ferns lining the path.   

The shoot is a historic one for Traditional 
Archers of Oregon (TAO). They have maintained 
a trophy with the engraved names of winners 
from this event since the 1930’s. The 
competition is limited to hunting weight bows, 
and broadheads must be used. Two of the 
events are intended to mimic mid-evil warfare 
practice by launching arrows into a castle tower 
and shooting through a narrow, vertical castle 
window. Then there’s a 50 animal 3-D trail 
shoot. The two day event is well worth the trip 
over.  

 Although I didn’t shoot well enough to place 
among the top shooters, Weston did quite well. 
Wes took first in the Youth Clout event, and 
second Youth Overall! Congratulations for some 
good shooting Wes. I might also mention that 
Wes is now shooting a 45# Wing recurve, and 
shot from the adult shooting stakes on the trail 
shoot and the women/youth stake for the clout 
to take these honors. Graduating from his Miggs 
longbow of 34# to this “man sized” bow has 
been quite a challenge for him, but it looks 
likehe’s adjusting just fine.  

Mark Penninger                          

                                                                   

 

 

 



 

Have you ever been on a bow hunt when 

something WAY out of the ordinary happens... 

something unexplainable but highly possible because of 

circumstance and time of year? Of course, the time of 

the year is September and the circumstance is the elk 

rut. Now I suspect you may know where this is headed.  

The “unexplainable but highly possible” event happened 

to me several years ago during a bow hunt in the Mt. 

Emily unit. I had drawn an ANY ELK tag and would end up 

spending the entire season hunting bulls, only. Because 

of the difficulty in drawing a Mt. Emily tag, I was 

determined to shoot a GOOD BULL (my standards). 

Nothing else would do. For most bowhunters, including 

myself, making a vow to only shoot a good bull is darn 

near impossible to keep. During those adrenal flooded 

moments of high anticipation when an elk – ANY ELK - is 

within easy bow-shot (if there is such a thing), the 

pressure is on -  if you take the shot your empty freezer 

at home will soon be full again. And we all know when 

the freezer is full - everyone is happy, including the 

spouse, kids, dogs and cats. You can almost taste 

barbequed backstraps. However, there are times when a 

bowhunter will actually stick to his guns, or bows in this 

case, and pass up shots at elk that are NOT on his list of 

SHOOTERS. My list included cows, calves, spikes and 

raghorns. The following is my recollection of this out of 

the ordinary episode with a rutting bull elk. 

Just after sunrise, I began hunting down a long hogback 

ridge that grew steeper with every couple of steps, or so 

it seemed. The ridgeline was mostly treeless and made 

for good distance-vision for spotting elk, but the open 

terrain lacked adequate cover for proper setup points 

when calling. I stopped and bugled from every high spot 

and saddle I crossed, then glassed the open areas below 

Conversation One-Sided 
By 

Stephen Campbell 

 

 

for activity. There was none. Instead, it was ghostly silent 

and empty. My bugles echoed over the land without an 

apparent response from any challenger. Finally, the ever-

steepening hogback caused me to stop, rest, and think 

about what I wanted to do next. Since I was alone on the 

mountain without a hunting partner and not in adequate 

hunting shape (it was still early in the season), this was 

not the best time to test my stamina. Although, if I knew 

for sure a good bull was in one of the deep, dark canyons 

below, I would take on the challenge, in spite of my 

conditioning.  

I decided to cross one more saddle and bugle one more 

time into the dark timber of the canyon. By now, I had 

hunted three-quarters of the way down the hogback 

ridge, easing ever so closer to the bottom of the 

drainage. If a bull responds, it had better be a shooter, I 

thought to myself.  

Where I now stood was at a narrow part of the hogback. 

One side opened up for a mere ten yards before meeting 

heavy timber below. The opening on the other side of 

the ridgeline was fifty yards across and a lot flatter.                

               (continued on next page) 

 

 

 

 

 



   

  

I bugled and glassed the open hogback below - no 

answer, no activity. I waited five minutes then bugled 

again. Still no answer, but then I spotted limbs moving 

from side-to-side in the middle of a willow patch, two 

hundred yards down country, and smack dab in the 

middle of the same hogback I was on. With binoculars 

fixed on the willows, I barely made out the rack of a bull 

elk, vigorously attacking and thrashing limbs with the 

disposition only a bull wapiti in rut can display.  

Seeing this, I streaked over to the only cover close by and 

sat my butt down up against a four-foot tall pine sapling 

that was silhouetted on the ridge backbone. It may not 

have been the best choice I could have made, but at that 

particular moment, it was the only choice. Cover was 

sparse at best. However, as long as I kept movement to a 

minimum, I figured it would keep the bull from spotting 

me, at least until I could better analyze the situation.  

I bugled a time or two while the bull was thrashing 

willow limbs. He never would return my challenge, but 

each time I bugled, the bull stopped tearing up willows 

and looked up the ridge in my direction.  

Finally, the bull made his move, walking towards me at a 

steady pace up the hogback ridge. I needed to find better 

cover and fast. If the bull continued on this path, we  

 

 

 

 

would eventually meet face-to-face in the open – a sure 

fire way to ruin a good hunt. Luckily, the bull gave me the 

opening I needed when he stopped and looked back over 

his shoulder. I used this opportunity to scramble over the 

steep edge of the hogback and found better 

concealment up against a cluster of ten-foot tall fir trees. 

But there was a problem with this setup. I was now out 

of sight of the bull, and since he wasn’t bugling, I 

wouldn’t know where he was or when he would show 

up, if at all. There was one positive with my new location, 

however, if the bull did come all the way in, he would be 

less than ten yards away and up a steep incline above 

me. A great opportunity for a broadside shot at close 

range – just the kind I like! 

At my new setup spot up against the fir trees, I decided 

not to bugle and only cow-call from then on. After about 

15 minutes, I started doubting myself. I knew my setup 

wasn’t the greatest, but I had the wind in my favor and I 

was pretty sure the bull hadn’t spotted me. Now all I 

needed was the bull. While anticipating what was going 

to happen next, I started thinking about how big this bull 

really was. I knew he wasn’t a giant, but he could be a 

shooter. Even if it turned out to be a small bull, it would 

still be great fun and good experience. I just had to 

remember my VOW to only shoot a GOOD BULL. No 

problem... I thought? 

I cow-called one more time after being quiet for a few 

minutes. Suddenly the bull appeared above me on the 

hogback, broadside at ten yards, head turned and staring 

directly at me. Luckily, I was ready with an arrow 

knocked on my Howard Hill longbow. What a setup, I 

thought to myself. 

To my surprise, or relief, it was a young bull - a raghorn 

four-point. But my instincts took over and I slowly drew 

my bow while concentrating on a spot behind his front 

shoulder. I then envisioned a freezer full of tender steaks 

and burger - and a happy spouse and dog, too.  

  (continued on next page) 

 

 

 

 



 

   

As I let down, the bull threw his head up high, whirled 

and pranced ten yards further down the hogback, then 

turned broadside to look me over, again. Now at 30-

yards, the bull was still within my comfort zone for a 

makeable shot. I drew on him one more time, held, and 

held at full draw, all the while continuing my one-sided 

conversation.  

“I can’t believe it bull, this is definitely your lucky day. If 

anyone else were in MY shoes right not, you would 

probably be DEAD!” 

 I lowered my bow and started waving my arms, hoping 

for some sort of response from this goofy, rut crazed 

bull. If this continued much longer, a freezer full of 

packaged raghorn might overrule my GOOD BULL vow. 

The raghorn finally woke from his rutting trance, I 

thought.  

 

Again, the bull through his head up high, whirled and 

headed down the open ridgeline. I figured this time he 

was gone for good.        (continued on next page) 

 

With the perfect shot staring me in the face, questions 

floated around in my head: Do I take the shot? What if I 

don’t get another chance at a bull this season? If I do 

shoot him, will he head for the bottom of the canyon? 

Should I stick with my vow and only shoot a good bull?  

While I was trying to make a quick decision, the bull 

made it for me – he whirled and instantly disappeared 

over the hogback, leaving me at full-draw. WHEW!  

I collected my wits and scampered up the steep ten 

yards to find the bull standing in the open, broadside, 

looking right at me – only twenty yards out. I was 

shocked the little bull hadn’t done the normal ELK 

THING and headed for safer pastures, never to be seen 

again, by me anyway. No, not this bull - heck no! 

Instead, he waited for me to climb up that steep slope. I 

guess he wanted to take one last look.  

Convinced this bull wasn’t the trophy I was hoping for, I 

drew on him again, you know, just for the fun of it. My 

tunnel vision burned a hole in his side and for a 

moment, I had thoughts of releasing the arrow. 

Everything was so perfect. I pictured my broadhead 

slicing through the bull’s heart. Instead, I held...and 

held...and held at full draw, finally letting down when I 

coundn’t hold any longer. 

The bull held his ground. For a split second, I felt a little 

concerned for my safety because of the unpredictable 

nature of bull elk during the rut. This bull was not doing 

the normal thing. I needed to wake him up from this 

September trance he was in. So I started talking to him, 

knowing that it would be a one-sided conversation. 

“Come on now bull, you’re supposed to be afraid of me! 

I really don’t want to shoot you, but if you stick around 

too long, I’ll have to!” I exclaimed, as I began drawing 

my bow one more time.  

“Don’t make me do it!” I uttered , but this time, while at 

full draw.  

 

Holly Akenson 



                                         

                            

   

 

 

Conversation One-Sided (continued) 

BUT I WAS WRONG, AGAIN! The bull stopped 40 yards 

out, broadside and staring at me. 

“This is getting ridiculous,” I mumbled to myself, as I 

drew on the bull one last time.  

Forty yards is normally out of my comfort range, but still 

a makeable shot as long as all factors are in order, like 

shooting form and the animal doesn’t decide to move 

before the arrow gets there. This wasn’t the shot I 

wanted on this raghorn, but he was truly pushing me to 

my limit. I was amazed at myself for holding off this long. 

[Over the years and countless setups, I have learned that 

once a bull starts coming in, it’s all about timing from 

then on. In other words, knowing when to take a shot is 

paramount to a successful setup. If you have a makeable 

shot, TAKE IT instead of waiting for an even better one. 

That better shot may never come. During my setups on 

the raghorn, I passed up several makeable shots and 

maybe even a “gimmee” or two.] 

 I let down and waved my arms once again, but this time 

I moved toward the bull a few steps, simulating 

aggressive action. 

 I yelled, “Get out of here you crazy bull! It’s been fun, 

but I have other things to do, like call in your DADDY or 

BIG BROTHER!” 

Finally, the bull got bored with our one-sided 

conversation and in that same spunky mood as earlier, 

raised his antlered head high in the air, pranced around 

a bit, then headed down-country. But this time he didn’t 

go ten yards and stop. This time the young raghorn was 

gone for good.  

As I walked back toward the big saddle, I stopped and 

looked down the hogback ridge one more time. The 

raghorn bull was nearly to his point of beginning at the 

start of this adventure - the willow patch. At the willow 

patch he can play out his dream of becoming a herd 

bull, spar with the big boys of the dark timber, and 

never the loser, for he rules over the willows.  The End 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Campbell receiving the roving, Vern Struble longbow from Russ 

Morgan for outstanding work with Rendezvous at the River. 



  

 
 ECTA’s Annual Banquet 

February 2012 
 

 

 

ECTA’s annual banquet is always a 

highly anticipated event. Members and guests 

fortunate enough to have attended over the 

years know exactly what that means: Everyone 

anticipates a great meal, but most of us never 

know what the other person is going to bring, so 

there is always a touch of surprise to the 

evening’s menu. However, it is always a GOOD 

surprise. Hunters, and hunters’ spouses are 

great cooks. We know how to put on a buffet 

style feast and it begins with the main 

indredient - MEAT. Moose, bear, deer, elk, 

partridge, goose, duck, chicken, and beef, you 

name it and eventually it will be on the table, 

steaming hot and ready to eat. No one goes 

home hungry after an ECTA banquet. 

Guaranteed! 

Following the meal, Mark Penninger put on a 

wonderful slide presentation covering his 2011 

Alaskan moose adventure with fellow ECTA 

members, Russ Morgan and Brad Hayes. As you 

can see from the photo below, the moose hunt 

was successful. Mark was the fortunate archer 

that put an arrow in this massive beast, but I 

think all three hunters had the time of their 

lives. See the full story in a later issue of TBS. 

The Penninger Band +1 entertained ECTA banquet 

guests with their own renditions of classic Blue Grass tunes. 

Bailey Penninger has perfomed at ECTA events before with 

her excellent fiddle playing. So, since mom (Teresa) and 

brother (Weston) have caught the music bug, a family band 

is forming. However, in order to be a true Blue Grass band, 

‘ya gotta have a banjo’ and that may come sooner than later 

because “Dad” (Mark) is learning how to play “Banjo.” 

Maybe next years’ banquet entertainment will feature 

“Family Penninger”- Mark, Teresa, Bailey and Weston...plus 

one? Steve is hoping they will let him join in again! 

The evening wasn’t over yet, however. Following the 

Penningers, Steve Campbell entertained the group with 

guitar and voice, performing several original pieces about his 

passion for traditional archery, the outdoors, and family. 

Some of Steve’s song titles are - The Future is the Past, First 

Longbow, Rockin’ to the Moon, Hunt the Hard Way and 

When Time Stood Still.  

Steve is looking forward to performing at the 2012 

Rendezvous at the River on Friday June 8, following the setup 

of 3D courses and Registration. Work comes first! 

 



 

 

 

  

Eagle Cap Traditional Archers 
Present 

Rendezvous at the River 
June 9 & 10, 2012 

 

Please see Map and Directions to Range on back of Flyer 

For more info call or email:  

Steve – 541-786-3497 or campbes2@eou.edu 

Garth – 541-534-6750; Mark – 541-963-4238   

Russ – 541-786-5795  

 

Registration opens at 7:00 AM  

Saturday & Sunday  

Recurve, Longbow and Selfbow ONLY 

 

SATURDAY 

 

7:00 AM: REGISTRATION OPENS 

 

NOVELTIES 

[Check schedule at Registration] 

 

Water Torture - Dutch Oven Cookoff 

Bowbirds – Long Distance Shoot 

 

5:00 PM:    World Championship  

William Sundance Tell 

(Wood Arrows Only) 

 

Option:           Flashlight Shoot 

or Community Campfire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open shooting all weekend long - any arrow material - no re-entry fee - field points only for all shooting 

Don’t forget your Flu Flu’s for the Bow Birds novelty 

SUNDAY 

 

7:00 AM: REGISTRATION OPENS 

[Open shooting will be allowed all day - must 

not interfere with Blanket Shoot contestants] 

 

9:00 AM: Blanket Shoot  
[This is a fun competition. If you would like to 

join in, please submit a respectable gift item(s), 

(something that you would be proud to win) 

and sign up at the Registration table prior to 

Blanket Shoot startup. Everyone is a winner in 

this competition!] 

2:00 PM: Awards Presentation/Drawings 

3:00 PM: Courses Close 

4:00 PM: Gates will be locked 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Registration Fee – Adults $12/day or $20 for the weekend - Kids 10 yrs and younger 

shoot FREE - Youth (11-17 yrs) $10/day or $15 weekend. One day Family Max $35 – 

Two day Family Max $45 [Does not include $5 weekend camping fee] 

 

 

Come join us along the banks of the scenic Grande Ronde River in northeast Oregon 

Home of the William “Sundance” Tell World Championship 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Directions: From La Grande go west 7 miles on I-84. Take Hilgard/Starkey/Ukiah 
(HW-244) Exit and travel 3 miles to Rendezvous at the River 

 


